New kid on the block!

The new CI is the perfect size for post Optimist sailors

It’s mini in a massive way! Performance, Power and control...

We don’t expect children to ride adult bikes when they can’t touch the
ground, so why do we expect them to sail adult boats when they can’t
keep it down?

Guiding the younger generation to success

The CI is all about enabling younger sailors to develop their skills whilst
remaining fun, safe and manageable

CI= more fun

less than you might think

Carbon Rig = More value for money

We believe that our newly designed carbon rig is the most durable and
versatile carbon rig ever made. The rigs are fully interchangeable so
going from the CI to the CII is just a matter of changing the bottom
section and sail.

A foundation for the future

The Byte CII is an international ISAF class with national and international
championships, used at the Youth Olympic Games as a foundation
boat for future Olympians!

A Global Player

Sailed around the world and built by seven of the leading dinghy
manufacturers around the globe. We have it covered!

it costs less than you might think.

Carbon Rig = More value for money

We believe that our newly designed carbon rig is the most durable and
versatile carbon rig ever made. The rigs are fully interchangeable so
going from the CI to the CII is just a matter of changing the bottom
section and sail.

Upcoming Events: 2015 Byte CII Worlds, Thailand

LENGTH
BEAM
SAIL AREA
HULL WEIGHT
IDEAL CREW WEIGHT

CI

CII

3.6m
1.3m
5.65sqm
45.5kg
35 - 60kg

3.6m
1.3m
6.8sqm
45.5kg
55 - 65kg

www.byteclass.org

www.bytecii.com
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